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Smiling Bears

2009

a zookeeper excellence award winning researcher presents a journey into the
psychological lives of bears outlining her approach to bear study while sharing her
experiences of learning about numerous individual bears from a proud cub who was
learning to crack nuts to a hostile bear who refused her friendship

What Bears Teach Us

2024-04-16

now available in paperback this lavishly illustrated book explores the complex
behavioural characteristics of north america s largest land carnivores by examining the
bear human relationship from the bear s perspective from the first moment sarah
elmeligi came eye to eye with a grizzly bear her life changed in a moment that lasted
mere seconds she began to question everything she thought she knew about bears
how could this docile creature be the same one with a fearsome reputation for vicious
attacks through years of research elmeligi grew to appreciate that bears are so much
more than data points stunning photos and sensational online stories elmeligi expertly
weaves the science of bear behaviour with her passionate account of personal
encounters dive into the life of a bear biologist as sarah s colleagues recount their own
stories from the field intimate moments with bears where they were connected to an
animal with personality decision making capabilities and a host of engaging
behaviours join elmeligi and marriott on a journey that examines and shares the
behaviour of black grizzly and polar bears in north america in a way you ve never
seen before what bears teach us will surprise you inspire you foster your curiosity
and teach you something new about bears and maybe even yourself

Bears

2016-10-18

grizzly bear the most ferocious protector of her babies in the animal kingdom black
bear a young bear on the run in the suburbs polar bear the king of the ice defending
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his crown in a changing world learn how these bears live in the modern world in
three exciting stories

Bear Attacks

2018-04-01

what causes bear attacks when should you play dead and when should you fight an
attacking bear what do we know about black and grizzly bears and how can this
knowledge be used to avoid bear attacks and more generally what is the bear s future
bear attacks is a thorough and unflinching landmark study of the attacks made on men
and women by the great grizzly and the occasionally deadly black bear this is a book
for everyone who hikes camps or visits bear country and for anyone who wants to
know more about these sometimes fearsome but always fascinating wild creatures

When I Grow Up

2015

a new york times editors choicea capitol choices book of 2019a brain pickings best
children s book of 2018winter 2017 2018 kids indie next pick a fatherly best children s
book of 2018selected for exhibition in the 2018 society of illustrators original art show
just found the book we ll gift to every child we know pbs stunning serene and
philosophical maria russo the new york times hushed and lovely this is a picture book
to calm and inspire meghan cox gurdon the wall street journal bear and wolf become
unlikely companions one winter s evening when they discover each other out
walking in the falling snow they are young and curious slipping easily into
friendship as they amble along together seeing new details in the snowy forest
together they spy an owl overhead look deep into the frozen face of the lake and
contemplate the fish sleeping below the surface then it s time to say goodbye for bear
to go home and hibernate with the family and for wolf to run with the pack daniel
salmieri s debut as author illustrator is a beautifully rendered story of friendship and
the subtle rhythm of life when we are open to the world and to each other
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Bear and Wolf

2020-05-25

come for a visit in bear country with this classic first time book from stan and jan
berenstain join papa mama and brother as they help sister celebrate her birthday the
special day is not all fun and games when sister becomes overwhelmed by all of the
festivities this beloved story is a perfect way to teach children about birthdays and
what s most important about them

The Berenstain Bears and too Much Birthday

2013-02-27

colorful photographs and lively text introduce the life cycle of bears

Bear

2003

children children gather round your grandmother and i will tell you of the time
before the benevolent bears showed humanity how to live in harmony with the
world a time when humans ran amok threatening to destroy the very world we all
share so happily now a time when the big bears made sure humanity paid attention
to their message and it happened here in our very own canada manitoba artist nyco
rudolph and alberta writer alexander finbow join creative forces to reveal the myth
behind how the benevolent bears came to rule over us all an illustrated children s
book for adults featuring beautiful godzilla and king kong inspired paintings of giant
bears attacking major canadian cities and landmarks includes grizzly bear colossuses
attacking the cn tower spirit bears surfing the tsunami into vancouver a huge
bearnado ripping into winnipeg giant bear cubs playing jump rope with the eastern
gateway pipeline polar bear behemoths dropping a glacier on to the oil sands and the
giant bears delivering a very canadian wall to keep the americans out at least that s
what granny says really happened
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True Bear Stories

1949

an award winning zookeeper author and bear expert shares the insights she has
gleaned from a career spent working with the majestic animals few people have
known bears as intimately as else poulsen has this remarkable book reveals the many
insights about bears and their emotional lives that she has gained through her years of
work with them always approaching each bear with the same two questions in mind
who are you and what can i do for you poulsen has shared in the joy of a polar bear
discovering soil under her paws for the first time in 20 years and felt the pride of a
cub learning to crack nuts with her molars she has also felt the hateful stare of one
bear that she could not befriend and she has grieved in the abject horror of captivity
for a sun bear in indonesia featuring photographs from poulsen s personal collection
smiling bears provides an enlightening and moving portrait of bears in all their
richness and complexity praise for smiling bears an inspiring trip into the mind and
reality of bears jeffrey moussaieff masson author of when elephants weep if you doubt
bears are able to smile buy this book it ll open your eyes and change the view terry d
debruyn author of walking with bears a rare window of opportunity to begin to
understand not only the incredible challenges that face these species but also the
meaning of their existence in nature robert buchanan president of polar bears
international

When Big Bears Invade

2017-05-02

four decades ago the areas around yellowstone and glacier national parks sheltered the
last few hundred surviving grizzlies in the lower 48 states protected by the
endangered species act their population has surged to more than 1 500 and this
burgeoning number of grizzlies now collides with the increasingly populated
landscape of the twenty first century american west while humans and bears have
long shared space today s grizzlies navigate a shrinking amount of wilderness cars
whiz like bullets through their habitats tourists check facebook to pinpoint locations
for a quick selfie with a grizzly and hunters seek trophy prey people too must learn
to live and work within a potential predator s territory they have chosen to call home
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mixing fast paced storytelling with rich details about the hidden lives of grizzly bears
montana journalist robert chaney chronicles the resurgence of this charismatic species
against the backdrop of the country s long history with the bear chaney captures the
clash between groups with radically different visions ranchers frustrated at losing
livestock environmental advocates hunters and conservation and historic preservation
officers of tribal nations underneath he probes the balance between our demands on
nature and our tolerance for risk

Smiling Bears

2009-07-01

once upon a time there was a story it was a lovely story with absolutely no bears in it
not a single bear anywhere then one day more bears kenn nesbitt is possibly the
funniest and most sought after children s poet writing today when he s not writing
podcasting updating his website poetry4kids com or visiting schools sharing his wacky
brand of humor with kids across america kenn can be found cuddling his collection of
stuffed bears he seriously cannot get enough of bears or chickens troy cummings has
been drawing goofy animals pretty much nonstop since kindergarten his illustrations
have appeared in newspapers in magazines on websites on frozen fish stick packages
and in hospital waiting rooms he hibernates in greencastle indiana with his wife and
cubs

The Grizzly in the Driveway

2021-01-01

bear cubs are super cute when they tumble and play but this play with each other
and their mothers actually teaches them how to survive on their own one day fun
facts round out their story and vibrant photographs show baby bears as they grow up
learning to forage hunt and defend themselves readers will learn all about the lives of
bear cubs as they grow from helpless hairless babies into adults ready to face the wild
world
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More Bears!

2010-11-01

a collection of breathtaking images and thought provoking words sure to bring joy to
your heart and enrich your spirit take an inspiring journey into the world of the
great bear and discover the true and often unseen nature of black bears grizzlies and
polar bears celebrate all that is wild proceeds from the sale of this book support get
bear smart society s work helping people to understand and live with our neigh bears

Bears

1992

a great collection of bear attack true stories for hikers hunters and all who venture
into the outdoors bears are one of nature s apex predators gentle and fuzzy to watch
from a distance fierce and unpredictable when aroused and then it s too late for
humans to escape a dangerous fearsome or fatal encounter in this collection we gather
the most thrilling and frightening bear attack stories of the past few decades grizzlies
brown bears black bears and their unfortunate encounters with humans this is what
happens when bears attack joseph b healy takes a closer look at some of the notable
bear attacks of recent history in order to determine their causes evaluate what
happened and appreciate the raw power and danger of mother nature he tells tales of
hikers enjoying weekend camping trips as well as workers going about their daily
routines follow along as the victims lives are disrupted by bears and see how
survivors were forced to think and act in the moment to stay alive as modern life
continues to encroach on the wilderness encounters between bears and humans will
only increase learn about the outcome of these feral clashes in when bears attack

How Bears Grow Up

2018-07-15

when i get up there s nobody home even mum has gone out the note says i have to
check my emails i ll snowmobile to the meltline and be back soon xx mummy and i
think good i can feed my bear darcy s life was never exactly simple but it was about
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to become a lot more complicated recovering from a distressing illness in her parents
cabin surrounded by looming pine trees darcy spends most of her days alone warming
herself by the log fire that is until she ventures into the woods hours before a heavy
snowstorm and finds herself face to face with a grizzly bear their encounter takes a
surprising turn when it flourishes into a warm and caring companionship set against
the beautiful backdrop of the snowy yellowstone national park in montana mimi
thebo s poetic tale inspires compassion and friendship sensitively focusing on how the
seemingly impossible can become the achievable

Joy of Bears

2013-06

here come the bears real bears grizzly bears polar bears brown bears black bears each
bear family made up of a mother and her cubs has an interesting story of its own and
each story is true to life mother grizzly bear is a good and loving mother but she is
going to see to it that her babies are brought up as proper little bears should be
teaching them to forage for food to understand the changing seasons and to avoid
humans and their guns the pictures are both factual and charming showing each
family of bears in its own setting garry mackenzie who lived nineteen years in
california says the book is as near to yosemite park as i shall ever now be able to get

When Bears Attack

2016-08-02

when mother bear and her two cubs leave the den for the first time they practice
climbing searching swimming digging and finally sleeping

Dreaming the Bear

2016-02-04

an unprecedented visual and scientific journey into the secret world of bears in bears
of the north renowned wildlife photographer naturalist and bestselling author wayne
lynch offers us a work of scintillating science and stunning beauty following polar
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bears brown bears and american and asiatic black bears through the seasons this
journey is an insider s view of hibernation s mysteries and the birth of cubs in winter
the mating rituals and voracious appetites of spring hunting fishing and encounters
with neighbors during summer and the feeding frenzy and exuberant play of
autumn dispelling the stereotypes and untruths but none of the magic surrounding
these magnificent animals lynch comments on the latest scientific discoveries related
to the biology behavior and ecology of bears he describes how satellite telemetry has
revealed the purpose behind the meanderings of bears and the great distances they
sometimes cover on land and in water he also shows how dna analysis can teach us
about the relatedness of bears within a population even revealing the identity of a
particular cub s father taking us out into the wilds of the tundra and forests to share
his firsthand observations of the marvelous bears of the northern hemisphere lynch
describes their survival strategies and the threats they face from habitat fragmentation
and global climate change lynch s fascinating narrative is enhanced by over 150
gorgeous original color photographs that capture bears in their habitats including
appearances of the elusive moon bear fierce polar bear battles and rare images of
mothers intimate moments with their cubs informed by lynch s nearly forty years of
experience observing and photographing bears in the wild and aided by sophisticated
digital photo technologies bears of the north is an unrivaled collection of enthralling
and informative portraits of bears in their natural environments

The Berenstain Bears When I Grow Up

2021-10-29

bear s animal friends come to his rescue when he becomes lost and frightened in the
woods

Here Come the Bears

2002-09

this heartwarming tale can be enjoyed as a simple story or used to talk about identity
relationships and belonging thoughtfully layered and simply sweet kirkus reviews
when nelly asks bear what kind of bear he is he isn t entirely sure how to answer so
off he goes to find out but none of the different bears he meets on his travels are like
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him grizzly bears don t have stitching polar bears don t have tags attached to their
bottoms spectacled bears are not as soft and bouncy as bear is and sun bears never wear
bow ties disheartened he returns to nelly only to discover what kind of bear he is her
own special bear

We are Bears

2021-10-05

a celebrated picture book is brought to life as a mini pop up classic when mummy
bear comes out to play with her baby bears she finds three small snow bears instead
they don t look like her baby bears but they love to play just the same games three
little bears a game of snowballs and hot toast by an open fire are the magical
ingredients brought together in this wonderful family tale this timeless and well
loved story is exquisitely brought to life in a special mini pop up classic edition
making it the perfect gift book to treasure time and time again

Bears of the North

2008

a simple primer with full color photographs explains what bears look like how they
hunt what they eat how they sleep during the winter and how their cubs are born
and raised original

Bear Feels Scared

2019-11-12

come along with brother and sister bear as their friend professor actual factual takes
them on a bear country job tour from firefighter to artist and farmer to astronaut there
are so many careers to explore

The Best Kind of Bear

2014-09
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maxwell eaton iii s the truth about bears is a lighthearted nonfiction picture book
filled with useful facts about bears that will make you laugh so hard you won t even
realize you re learning something

Snow Bears

1999

ever wondered why there are so many books about bears discover the grizzly truth
in this bear all account oh please not another book about bears bears are tired sick and
tired just when they are in the middle of something really good like sleeping
snoozing or napping there comes a storybook that makes them stop what they are
doing that is sleeping and get up and be part of a story every story well the bears
have had enough they are going on strike but what animal could take their place find
out straight from the mouth of bears in this hilarious interactive story from rising
australian husband and wife team laura and philip bunting

Growl!

2015-09

in in the company of bears originally published in hardcover as out on a limb ben
kilham invites us into the world he has come to know best the world of black bears
for decades kilham has studied wild black bears in a vast tract of northern new
hampshire woodlands at times he has also taken in orphaned infants feeding them
walking them through the forest for months to help them decipher their natural
world and eventually reintroducing them back into the wild once free the orphaned
bears still regard him as their mother and one of these bears now a 17 year old female
has given him extraordinary access to her daily life opening a rare window into how
she and the wild bears she lives among carry out their daily lives raise their young
and communicate witnessing this world has led to some remarkable discoveries for
years scientists have considered black bears to be mostly solitary kilham s observations
though reveal the extraordinary interactions wild bears have with each other they
form friendships and alliances abide by a code of conduct that keeps their world
orderly and when their own food supplies are ample they even help out other bears
in need could these cooperative behaviors he asks mimic behavior that existed in the
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animal that became human in watching bears do we see our earliest forms of
communications unfold kilham s dyslexia once barred him from getting an advanced
academic degree securing funding for his research and publishing his observations in
the scientific literature after being shunned by the traditional scientific community
though kilham s unique findings now interest bear researchers worldwide his
techniques even aid scientists working with pandas in china and bears in russia
moreover the observation skills that fueled kilham s exceptional work turned out to
be born of his dyslexia his ability to think in pictures and decipher systems makes
him a unique interpreter of the bear s world in the company of bears delivers kilham
s fascinating glimpse at the inner world of bears and also makes a passionate case for
science and education in general to open its doors to different ways of learning and
researching doors that could lead to far broader realms of discovery

Berenstain Bears

2018-02-27

fear of bears seems almost to be part of what it is to be human our species emerged out
of the depths of time into a world already populated by these great carnivores before
we mastered iron and later developed firearms we had few defences against bears
only watchful caution and elaborate ceremonies and sacrifices to ward off fear where
human populations grow bears have traditionally dwindled or disappeared but when
we return to the wild to places where bears still survive all our primeval fears
awaken again the risk of an automobile accident on the way to bear country far
outstrips the risk of a close range encounter with a bear but it s the bear that worries
us as we hurtle down the pavement at a hundred kilometres an hour in this timely
and sensitive book kevin van tighem calls on decades of experience knowledge and
understanding in order to enlighten readers about our relationship with and attitude
toward bears along the way we are confronted with the realities confronting these
great animals as a result of our ever expanding human population and their ever
shrinking natural habitat through historical research field observation practical advice
personal anecdotes and an array of stunning photos van tighem has written a
comprehensive book that is meant to demystify bears in order to promote a deeper
understanding of these powerful yet vulnerable creatures
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The Truth About Bears

2021-02-02

black bears grizzly bears and spirit bears all make their home in the great bear
rainforest a bear s life uses ian mcallister s stunning photographs to follow these
beautiful animals through a year in the british columbia wilderness catching fish
eating berries climbing trees and taking long naps a bear s life is the second in the my
great bear rainforest series

Another Book about Bears

2014-09-01

provides an easy to read introduction to the life of bears and their habitat

In the Company of Bears

2013

a collection of children s books on the subject of bears

Bears

2017-08-22

have you ever wondered why there are so many books about bears that is the
impossible question that all the other animals just can t figure out thankfully the most
brilliant minds in the animal kingdom have gathered to try and answer it once and
for all but someone keeps knockety knocking on the door offering tea and cakes and
interrupting their train of thought maybe the answer they re looking for was right
outside all along from the brilliant author of sir charlie stinky socks this hilarious
picture book has a very cute surprise in store
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A Bear's Life

2003-12-15

long ago we invited bears into our stories our dreams our nightmares our lives we
have always sought them out where they live for their hides their meat their beauty
their knowingness human country and bear country exist side by side as sherry
simpson suggests the relationship between bears and humans is ancient and ongoing
and in alaska profoundly and often uncomfortably close a huge number of north
america s bears live in alaska including at least 31 000 brown bears 100 000 black bears
and 3 500 polar bears and nearly every aspect of alaskan society reflects their presence
from hunting to tourism marketing to wildlife management to urban planning a long
time alaskan simpson offers a series of compelling essays on alaskan bears in both wild
and urban spaces because in alaska bears are found not only in their natural habitat but
also in cities and towns combining field research interviews and a host of up to date
scientific sources her finely polished prose conveys a wealth of information and
insight on ursine biology behavior feeding mating social structure and much more
simpson crisscrosses the alaskan landscape in pursuit of bears as she muses marvels and
often stands in sheer awe before these charismatic creatures firmly grounded in the
expertise of wildlife biologists hunters and viewing guides she shows bears as they
actually are not as we imagine them to be she considers not only the occasionally
aggressive behavior bears need to survive but also the violence exacted upon them by
trophy hunters advocates of predator control or suburbanites who view bears as land
sharks that threaten the safety of their families shifting effortlessly between
fascinating facts and poetic imagery simpson crafts an extended meditation on why
we are so drawn to bears and why they continue to engage our imaginations populate
indigenous mythologies and help define our essential visions of wilderness as simpson
observes the slightest evidence that bears share your world or that you share theirs
can alter not only your sense of the landscape but your sense of yourself within that
landscape

Bears

1996-07-01

learning to talk bear is a treasure for anyone wishing to understand what makes bears
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particularly grizzly bears tick it s a tale of high adventure and spine tingling suspense
seasoned with understanding stemming from new grizzly research it s a story that
walks where the bears walk about people who survive while smelling the bears
breath

Berenstain Bears

1982-05-30

clang clang tootley tooo the impossibly cute bears are back and this time they have
musical instruments at the ready features an audio read along the little bears pick up
their instruments and play a noisy song they don t care if the notes are wrong but uh
oh big brown bear is fast asleep will their lively music wake him up a small moment
of trepidation segues into a jubilant performance in a story that will be sweet music to
little ears

The Baby Bears

2020-07-07

presents an introduction to the polar bear discussing its evolution physical
characteristics life cycle predatory behavior habitat and the threats to its existence
from global warming

Why Are there So Many Books About Bears?

2013-10-18

Dominion of Bears

1997
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Learning to Talk Bear

2016-11-08

Bears in a Band

2012-03-08

Polar Bears
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